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About This Software

Leadwerks Game Launcher lets you play a variety of creative, experimental, and just plain wacky mini-games made with
Leadwerks Game Engine. Fly a spaceship through an asteroid field, play a round of miniature golf, or ride a lawn mower while

dodging killer cows. It's free and there's a constant supply of new things to try.

With Steam Workshop integration, you can talk directly to the developers and give your feedback for new ideas to be
incorporated into their games. Start a discussion and let the devs know what you liked about their game, what can be improved,

and any new ideas you have to add to their game. Your feedback will help them design their game and create something new
and unique for the Steam community to enjoy.

If you're looking for the latest polished blockbuster AAA game with no rough edges...this isn't it. If you want to try something
off the beaten path, complete with glitches, experimental ideas, unbeatable levels, and a never-ending variety of new things to
do, get Leadwerks Game Launcher. It's free and includes more than 25 mini-games, with new ones being added all the time.

Here are some of the mini-games you can play right now for free:

Hunt for Food

Asteroids3D

Vectronic
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Mini Golf

Beach Roll

The Mower

Cuber

Evaluation Abridged

Castle Defender

The Hankinator's Funhouse

The Hankinator's Phantasmagoria

Slafstraf Horror

Cuber

Nuke

Tunnels of Tarkus

Rise of the Pumpkinheads

The Biodome

One More Day

Lockdown
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UNFAIR GAME IT ♥♥♥♥EN SUCKS IM REFUNDING ITS DELIBRATELY SETUP TOO HAVE A PAUSE WHEN
YOU PUSH REVERSE SO WHEN YOU TRY TO DO IT GENTLY ITS ♥♥♥♥S YOU OVER ♥♥♥♥♥♥S AND YOUR
HYPNOTIC SAME ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥T MUSIC OVER AND OVER .............THIS GAME IS RIGGED FOR YOU TOO FAIL. If
you like micro managment like me then this is a great game. This is a great little nostalgia game! Just challenging enough to
keep you coming back for more leaderboard scoring and ship unlocks and quick enough to play a few games and come back
another day. Is a mix between Asteroids and Defender, maybe? Totally wishing I had this on my Vita.. This is a Mega Man
"clone", in case you didn't already notice it. It takes gameplay elements mainly from the classic series (e.g. lateral movement,
jumping, shooting, and finding powerups in optional parts of the main stages), but this game adds a dash akin to Zero's dash
(which doesn't reduce your height, but does give you a dash-jump), and allows you to use special weapons as subweapons while
also using your default gun, gives them essentially unlimited ammo but makes them require a recharging stamina bar, starts you
off with what would be a charge shot and even a healing ability, as special weapons, and replaces the extra lives system with
something less tedious/more generous.

And, yes, I enjoyed this game.

WHAT THIS GAME DID WELL

When I saw the "Mixed" userscore and the complaints about level design etc., I was expecting the level layouts to be
disappointing. To my pleasant surprise, they were actually quite enjoyable, and really did feel like they had the design
sensibilities of classic Mega Man levels. The levels were appropriately challenging while not overly so; the level design does a
good job of presenting a learning curve with respect to features and obstacles. There are some parts of stages that are
particularly tough, but the designers have done a good job in placing gears (i.e. extra lives, basically) and checkpoints at these
points, making it so that you never have to backtrack far when you screw up. (Remember, gears let you restart at the beginning
of the same room!)

Like in the game Khimera: Destroy All Monster Girls, more than one of the special weapons won from bosses can be used for
mobility. The starting four levels include optional sections that can be reached using these abilities; the final set of stages
requires their use at various points, just like in Mega Man 2...but happily, you don't have to worry about ammo for them because
you can't run out!

And of course you get to revisit stages (complete with boss) after you beat them. You even get graded on your performance, a la
Mega Man Zero.

I did need to fiddle with the controls a bit early on to get them to my liking. I couldn't use my usual keybindings for a Mega Man
clone because of the extra button for a special attack, but once I figured things out, it was smooth sailing.

Replacing the lives system with gears makes the game less tedious and more fun in my opinion. It can seem easier than a
standard Mega Man game at times, but it also means you don't have to backtrack as much. And you can spend your gears to heal
some health or to revive at the beginning of the room if you're far from a checkpoint. You can even heal during a boss
fight...though you'll have to heal in the real-time action of a boss fight!

Also, the music is nice. And also, when you beat the game, you can play as the other four "siblings", each with their unique
abilities, and fight the main protag as a boss. And also, as of right now, the dev is still attending to bug reports!

WHAT MIGHT BE CONCERNS FOR SOME PEOPLE

The game's interface did take some figuring out at the very beginning...Esc goes back or out of something, Z advances text, and
Enter skips cutscenes. You can also click some things. It's a good idea to check the keybindings before you begin. And there's a
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couple minor bugs that might happen if you set Enter as your pause button. But none of these are dealbreakers for me, just
minor hassles when I had to figure out how to startup the game at first.

In general, the game feels a bit less polished than a proper Mega Man game. The script could benefit from some minor
proofreading improvements (though it's perfectly understandable as is), and you have to climb up a bit higher than Mega Man
would to get off a ladder.

The game also could be criticized for being easier than a standard Mega Man game, because it basically gives the player
unlimited lives. So for example you can retry most bosses an unlimited number of times. That said, it's also arguably more
difficult in that you don't have E-tanks, but instead your healing ability has to be used in battle and only heals by a portion of
your health (and costs a consumable item). Your best bet is still to learn the boss patterns.

Finally, the game is relatively short; it basically has only four robot masters before a set of Wily stages, so to speak. It can be
beaten within a few hours. That said, I found each stage to be reasonably long and challenging but they also never overstayed
their welcome. Particularly given the low price of the game, I don't think this is a problem. It's a nice "bite-sized" Mega Man
clone, generally well-designed in my opinion.

(Disclosure: I bought this game, discounted, on the Steam store.). I really enjoyed finally spending time with my family and the
joyous activities + the poopstain that will forever live in my underpants will truly last a lifetime.

Den / den. An absolutely TIMELESS classic that is still memorable to this very day. The remake of this gem is looking fantastic
thus far (Due to my PC not being back at 100%, it's causing small bits of "lag" which REALLY annoy me as they make the
"after book shelf" part <being vague to avoid spoilers to those who are new to the story, the rest should know the part i'm
referring to fully well.>, thus not having the title run fluidly as it would back when my PC was MUCh more stable back in 2016,
ah well, guess i'll have to wait until my PC is back at 100% to get the True Full Ending <The extra "self insight" that is given
when one doesn't save ONCE, with the exception of the Hall of Illusions where, as long as one doesn't read the note before it,
they can save ONLY in that hall, thus making the True Full Ending much more doable.>, ah well. ) and i'm reloving it once
more. <3 The scares for first-timers will hit home BIG TIME, just as it did for me all those years ago. ^^

Definitely a 10/10, though I think we can all agree that said True Ending could've been expanded upon, but I suppose that's what
fics are for, so no worries there. :>. This has great features. It's too bad that it doesn't work. I have never encountered a worst
mod tool. It would be nice it they had a tool that acutally worked. Furthermore, the fact that they charge for a tool that they
know is broken is absolutely absurd. Everism should be ashamed of themselves.
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A cute cat and dumplings (my favorite food) - already a winner in my book hahaha. Played the first three worlds and it's been
fun and relaxing thus far. Very LocoRoco-ish feel. The animal characters you meet in the game are cute and I love all of the
different cats as well! Found a small bug at the end of levels (if you take a photo for Catstagram when the level ends, you can't
move on to the next level!)

Looking forward to finishing the game though! :)
. It's pretty good. Yes, it may rely on "hidden switches" a tad bit too much but it held my interest. The developers are very
helpful and will ring in if you need assistance (which I did when I could not see one of the switches to save my damned life!). A
couple of the solutions to the puizzles are a little contrived, and others are so simple you wonder why you're bothering, but their
heart is definitely in the right place and I look forward to seeing what else they come up with. There is some talent here!. camel
toe to the max in this game,! that is as good as the boobies!
the combat really sucks though. getting stuck in mid air and grabbed from far away. devs really spent too much time designing
the ♥♥♥♥♥♥s and not the combat as they should have.
. game. waste of money! Should be free! Or, you should get paid for playing this game.. AND, it does not work on Windows
10.... Nice Arkanoid game

the only fail is the last boss, is very very very hard. 11/10 for basic multiplayer fun :)
. This game is amazing. The difficulty level is on point, the hand-drawn grafics are great, and the game has a wit also. Nepenthe
is an all around good game that everyone should play. If you don't like this game, your opinion is WRONG.. I really enjoyed this
game though i felt it could have had more options and many different suitors. i also feel that it would have been better not to
have forced to choice one sex over the other it would have added that bit of freedom. the length of the game was rather short, as
someone who loves to read and always enjoyed those choose your own endings books it could have been a longer story. over all i
think this type of game could be very popular and do very well but it definatly needs to be better thought out more plot holes
and maker it easier to make the player feel rash and make snap decisions. i think ill keep playing just because its a fun little
game and i enjoyed it.. I'm lovin' it. Would love to get more games like this to play and review.. This was a very nice game. The
soundtrack is great and the story is good. The graphics are beautiful.
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